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Hey guys, I want to be able to stream games from my computer to my TV and also use Android TV. I know the shield is pretty much a top line for this, but the problem is my computer runs a 560TI graphics card, so I can't use gamestream. Apparently there are apps that get around this (Remotr,
KinoConsole), but I'm not sure how well they work. My other option would be to get both Steam Link and Android TV box (Mi Box maybe). I was leaning towards the shield for its overall performance, but I don't know if not being able to use gamestream means I have to go with another option. What do you
guys think? play.google.com/store/...Page 2play.google.com/store/... Hey, guys! I have a computer and a TV in two different rooms. I would like to be able to play video games from my computer on my TV. I would also like to be able to stream the phone screen on my computer. These are literally just two
things I want or need. Now, Nvidia Shield TV seems fun, but it offers TON useless features and seems to be extremely bloated - it's rumored to have constant problems with controllers, even common. Steam link is not sold anymore and I'm pretty sure I don't want to buy second-hand - their life was pretty
meh. What else is on the market? Hello. Any chance for Steam Link to work properly on this cheap smart android TV? The link to the cheap Android TVIt has Android 4.4.4, 1GB of RAM, and dual-core processor: CA7 2core@ 1.3GHz.Would like to play some games such as: Dark Souls III, Nioh, and
other similar games on it. Page 2 16 comments Looking for some help, I have it works well with my Sony NoD9 TV via wireless PS4 or Xbox controller on the menu screen, but when I go into the actual game so many games don't work with my setup controller. Is there a guide to get this job please?4K
streaming is great, but so frustrating to download the game and then not react to the controller. My controller is Bluetoothed on my TV and I have no idea how hard it is to connect it? Thanks to Page 2 14 comments, so I'm completely out of the loop and don't know that you could actually use a couple of
link apps on Android TV now - without steam connection hardware. So a few questions if I can: will I connect my controller and Ethernet cable to the TV (my LG C7), and basically treat my TV as a console (that streams my computer)? I remembered the pair connection equipment is limited to 1080p 60fps,
I heard that the app now supports 4k60fps - does it run well?any other important things I have to keep in mind? Thank you very much in advance Hello everyone. A simple question. Aside from the expensive nVidia shield, I good Android TV box, with Ethernet, Bluetooth for Xbox and PS4 support
controller and hdmi 2.0 in order to download Steam Link and play their games in 1440p or 4K in my 4K TV. Fire Stick 4K seems to tick all the boxes hardware-wise, but it doesn't have a gaming store and I don't know sideloaded app from apkmirror works that good. Any suggestions? Offers?
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